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ZOOM!
Flying on the magic broom!
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ZOOM! Flying on the magic broom!
A baby bird is sick.
Moon and Star fly on the magic broom
to find the magic solution for the bird.
But they broke the flag pole while flying over the palace
and scattered all the medicine bottles while flying low.
Will you join Moon and Star to find
the twinkling magic solution?
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Mom and dad left for the magic conference.
Moon and Star were so bored
they decided to ride on the magic brooms
and fly outside the castle.
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Then they heard a sound from the tree.
“Moon, I can hear an unusual noise
from the tree.”
In the tree was a nest.
Moon and Star looked in
and saw a baby bird.
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“The baby bird must be sick.
What shall we do?”
“I wish I had a magic solution.”
“Ah! The twinkling magic solution
that can cure any disease!
Let’s find it, quickly!”
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“I think I see something shiny
on the top of palace.”
Moon flew up and up-Whoosh!
Then He hit the flag pole-CRACK!
and broke it.
The shiny thing was the flag pole
that was reflecting sunlight.
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“Then I might find it down there.
I think I see something shiny down there.”
Star flew down to the lower part of palace.
Down, down-Zoom!
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She accidently hit the bottles
and the bottles went flying
everywhere with a clash.
The shiny thing was the tray
that held the bottles.
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“I think I see something shiny
in the front yard of the castle.”
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Then THUMP!
Moon broke one hand of the wizard statue.
The shiny thing was the silver cup
that the wizard statue held.
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“Then what is the shiny thing
at the back of the castle?”
Star flew to the back of castle.
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Then Splash!
She fell into the fountain.
The shiny thing was the water drops
that were reflecting sunlight.
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“There is something shiny inside the cave.”
This time Moon and Star went into the cave.

Squeak! Squeak!
They made the bats in the cave angry.
The shiny thing was the twinkling eyes of the bats.
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“Then will it be outside the cave?
It seems there’s something shiny outside.”
Moon and Star flew outside-Zoom!
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Then they fell down in the herb patch
and smashed the herbs-Thump!
The shiny thing was the smooth pebbles
in the herb patch.
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Just then mom and dad came back.
“What’s all this? Everything is messed up!”
Moon and Star were about to cry.
“The baby bird in the nest on the tree looked very sick.
So we were trying to find the magic solution.”
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This time all the family flew

“Oh, no! It looks terribly sick.”

to the top of the tree

Mom took out the twinkling magic solution

riding on the magic broom.

from her pocket and fed the bird.
Then the baby bird fluttered its wings
and started to tweet.
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“From now, I will always put
the twinkling magic solution
on the shelf at the back of desk,
all right?” said mom.
“Yeeees!”
Moon and Star answered back
with a loud voice.
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Math Story/ Space
Understanding the concept of math

Say where they are

♣Moon and Star flew here and there to find the magic solution. They searched it
on the top, at the bottom , at the front and back of castle, but they couldn’t find it.
It was because mom took it with her. Mom and dad promised to put the twinkling
magic solution on the shelf at the back of desk.
♣Spacial awareness is an ability grasping the space relationship(front, back, below, inside,
outside etc.) of a certain object and me. So it is a very important ability needed for finding
the place and explaining about a certain place. Spaces are where children play. So through
playing children can learn about the concept of space. While sliding down, they can learn
about the concept of top and bottom. While taking out the toys from the box, they will
learn the concept of inside and outside. Through the train play, they will know the concept
of front and back.
♣When you teach your child about spacial awareness,
start with familiar spaces to your child rather than vast
paces like the universe, or a country. It’s a good idea to tell
your child about spaces while building blocks. During the play
you can say like “Let’s put a yellow block on the red block.”
While playing hide and seek you can ask “Who is hiding
behind the curtain?” Likewise, you can say “The strawberries
are in the container,” while eating strawberries. Like this,
your child can learn and practice the concept of spacial
awareness through their everyday life.
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Math Play

Where is it?

Tell your child where you hid toys and let them find them.
Through playing you can grow your child's spacial awareness
and ability to observe the objects and phenomenon around them.
1. Let your child close their eyes while you count to 10,
and hide toys.
2. Tell them where you hid toys like “Turn around
and walk two steps,then look into the box below the desk.”
Lead your child to find the toy.
3. This time let your child find the snack you hid.
If he has difficulty in finding, narrow the range of search
like “Will you search around the table and chair?”
4. Ask him where he found the snack
you hid like “Where did you find it?”
And he can answer like “It was
on the chair.” or “It was
under the table.”
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